Basal amygdala (BA) neurons guide associative learning via acquisition of responses to stimuli that predict salient appetitive or aversive outcomes. We examined the learning-and state-dependent dynamics of BA neurons and ventral tegmental area (VTA) dopamine (DA) axons that innervate BA (VTA DA→BA ) using two-photon imaging and photometry in behaving mice. BA neurons did not respond to arbitrary visual stimuli, but acquired responses to stimuli that predicted either rewards or punishments. Most VTA DA→BA axons were activated by both rewards and punishments, and they acquired responses to cues predicting these outcomes during learning. Responses to cues predicting food rewards in VTA DA→BA axons and BA neurons in hungry mice were strongly attenuated following satiation, while responses to cues predicting unavoidable punishments persisted or increased. Therefore, VTA DA→BA axons may provide a reinforcement signal of motivational salience that invigorates adaptive behaviors by promoting learned responses to appetitive or aversive cues in distinct, intermingled sets of BA excitatory neurons.
A ttention and learning are interdependent processes that depend on motivational drives. For example, a hungry animal is motivated to learn about and attend to food-predicting cues 1 . In humans and animal models, the basolateral amygdala (BLA) is one of the earliest points in the flow of sensory information where encoding of a learned sensory cue strongly depends on the current value of associated outcomes, which in turn depends on motivational state [1] [2] [3] (see also Fig. 1a ). Cue-outcome associative learning involves largely separate populations of BLA excitatory neurons that are selectively activated by either appetitive or aversive outcomes 4 and are implicated in guiding approach or avoidance behaviors. How these populations acquire selective responses to specific, motivationally salient cues remains unclear. Recent studies suggest that a simple Hebbian plasticity rule alone cannot explain the acquisition of predictive cue responses in BLA neurons in vivo, and argue that an additional reinforcement signal to BLA is necessary 5, 6 .
Dopamine is an attractive candidate teaching signal that could guide reward and aversive conditioning [7] [8] [9] by shaping plasticity in BLA subregions including the BA 9 and lateral amygdala (LA) 10, 11 . While pharmacological manipulations of dopamine in BLA suggest that intact dopaminergic signaling is important for associative learning 12 , the source of dopamine is unclear. Dopaminergic inputs from the VTA appear to selectively innervate the BA, but not the LA (see below). Lesion studies provide indirect evidence that VTA dopamine inputs to the BA (VTA DA→BA ) are involved in learning not only of appetitive 9 but also of aversive 8 cue-outcome associations. While subsets of dopamine neurons within and outside of VTA are known to be activated by aversive stimuli [13] [14] [15] [16] , it remains controversial whether VTA DA→BA axons are activated by cues that predict aversive and/or rewarding outcomes 15 .
Here, we used fiber photometry and two-photon calcium imaging to examine cue responses of VTA DA→BA axons in behaving mice and directly compare these responses with those of excitatory target neurons in BA. We show that, in contrast to VTA dopamine axons that innervate the nucleus accumbens (VTA DA→NAc ), VTA DA→BA axons are activated by motivationally salient appetitive and aversive outcomes, and become responsive to initially arbitrary visual cues following pairing with these outcomes. Such valence-independent responses were evident in individual VTA DA→BA axons, suggesting that actions of VTA DA→BA input onto any given BA target neuron likely occur during the presentation of both appetitive and aversive cues. Satiation attenuated VTA DA→BA responses to reward cues while potentiating responses to cues predicting unavoidable punishments, suggesting a transition to a defensive state.
In contrast to VTA DA→BA axonal inputs, we found that intermingled neurons throughout the anterior-posterior axis of BA selectively encode either appetitive or aversive cues during our task. Most neurons throughout BA expressed D1 dopamine receptors, and VTA DA→BA axons were confirmed to release dopamine in vivo. Thus, activation of the same VTA DA→BA axons by both appetitive and aversive cues and/or outcomes may open a state-dependent window for plasticity across most or all BA neurons. Via glutamate corelease onto inhibitory BA neurons, such activation may also drive mutual inhibition between intermingled subpopulations of appetitive-and aversive-coding BA neurons, restricting the set of neurons that acquire strong cue responses [17] [18] [19] during associative learning.
Results
BA neurons are strongly biased to food-predicting visual stimuli in hungry mice. To assess the role of BA neurons in associative learning of cues predicting motivationally salient outcomes (for example, food cues during hunger, threat cues during defensive states), we recorded responses of BA excitatory neurons to visual stimuli that either did or did not predict food reward delivery in hungry mice performing a Go/NoGo operant visual discrimination task 20 . This allowed direct comparison with neuronal responses upstream in visual cortex and LA 20, 21 and downstream in insular cortex 22 during identical task conditions (Fig. 1a) .
Head-fixed, food-restricted mice were trained to lick following one visual stimulus (reward cue, RC) to obtain liquid food (Ensure), and to withhold licking following a different visual stimulus (avoidable aversive cue, AC-Av) to avoid a bitter tastant (quinine) Inputs to BLA that relay state-specific reinforcement signals may regulate acquisition and expression of learned responses to motivationally salient cues. b, Schematic of head-fixed Go/NoGo visual discrimination task and imaging setup. c, Visual discrimination task. Mice learn that behavioral responses (licks) in the 2-s window following presentation of the 2-s RC (oriented drifting grating) lead to liquid food delivery (Ensure). Licking following the AC-Av leads to quinine delivery. This aversive outcome can be passively avoided by withholding licking. Licking following the NC does not result in any outcome, regardless of action. d, Left: schematic of two-photon imaging of BA neurons using a GRIN lens (0.5 mm diameter) in transgenic mice expressing GCaMP6s in excitatory neurons. Middle, example field of view (independent component analysis (ICA)-based weighted cell masks, see Methods). Right: binarized cell masks for all active neurons, pseudocolored for visualization purposes. e, Heatmap with rows depicting mean responses of BA neurons (n = 137 neurons, six fields of view from four mice) to visual stimuli before associative learning, sorted by magnitude of cue response and grouped by preferred cue type for visualization. Vertical dashed lines demarcate visual stimulus onsets and offsets. Horizontal lines demarcate sorting of neurons by preferred cue (cue with the largest absolute value response). Grouping by preferred cue is also indicated by colored vertical bars to the right of the heatmap (green, 0°; purple, 270°; black, 135°). f, Percentage of all neurons shown in e that had a significant response to visual stimuli (see Methods; 0°, 6 of 137 neurons; 270°, 3 of 137; 135°, 3 of 137). g, Single-trial responses of an example RC-preferring neuron following associative learning. Following satiation, this neuron becomes unresponsive. Rows show trials sorted by onset of first lick (blue ticks) after visual stimulus onset. h, Heatmap depicting mean responses of all BA neurons (n = 360 neurons, 15 fields of view from seven mice) during presentation of visual stimuli after associative learning, grouped by preferred cue type. Vertical dashed lines demarcate visual stimulus onsets and offsets. Horizontal lines demarcate sorting of neurons by preferred cue (cue with the largest absolute value response). Grouping by preferred cue is also indicated by colored vertical bars to the right of the heatmap (green, RC; purple, AC-Av; black, NC). i, Left: percentage of all neurons with significant cue responses (RC, 124 of 360 neurons; AC-Av, 39 ( Fig. 1b,c ). Licking following a third visual stimulus (neutral cue, NC) had no outcome. Mice learned to accurately perform this task within 1-2 weeks ( Supplementary Fig. 1a ). After performing the task in a hungry state during each session, mice received free access to Ensure until they voluntarily stopped licking (until satiation; Fig. 1c ). We then presented the same visual stimuli again and assessed changes in cue responses.
To image the activity of the same BA neurons in awake behaving mice with high sensitivity across hours and days, we performed twophoton calcium imaging through a gradient refractive index (GRIN) lens implanted above the BA of transgenic mice stably expressing GCaMP6s in BA excitatory neurons ( Fig. 1d ; Emx1-Cre; CaMK2a-tTA; TITL-GCaMP6s). BA neurons were not significantly responsive to visual stimuli in untrained mice (Fig. 1e,f ), suggesting that BA neurons are selectively responsive to motivationally salient learned cues 3 . Indeed, following training, we observed strong responses to the RC (Fig. 1g,h) . In contrast, we observed weak responses to the AC-Av, to the NC and to any visual cue following satiation ( Fig. 1g,h) . In hungry mice, a large fraction of BA excitatory neurons showed significant and selective responses to the RC (34%, 124 of 360 neurons from seven mice across 15 imaging fields of view within BA; Fig. 1h -j and Supplementary Fig. 1b ). Following satiation, cue responses were substantially attenuated ( Fig. 1k ,l). While arousal (pupil area and locomotion) was also reduced ( Supplementary Fig. 2a ,b), this did not account for the attenuation in RC responses, which persisted when considering trials matched for pupil dilation or locomotion across states 22 ( Supplementary  Fig. 2c-f ). Thus, learned RC responses in BA strongly depended on motivational state. We next examined possible reinforcement signals that could facilitate this state-dependent learning process ( Fig. 1a ).
VTA DA→BA axons show hunger-dependent responses to cues predicting food reward. Dopaminergic axonal inputs from VTA provide an attractive candidate reinforcement signal for promoting acquisition of responses to salient cues in BA neurons. As compared with LA, BA expresses higher levels of D1 receptors 23, 24 ( Supplementary Fig. 3a ,b) and receives denser input from VTA dopamine axons ( Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 3c ). To monitor the activity of VTA DA→BA axons, we selectively expressed GCaMP6s in VTA dopamine neurons in SLC6A3-IRES-Cre (DAT-IRES-Cre) mice and placed an optic fiber above the BA, allowing bulk photometry recording of activity from VTA DA→BA axons ( Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 4 ).
Consistent with prediction error signals reported in VTA dopamine neurons 25, 26 , VTA DA→BA axon activity increased to reward delivery early in training ( Supplementary Fig. 5a ). Once mice achieved high task performance, VTA DA→BA axon responses shifted to tracking the RC ( Supplementary Fig. 5b-e ). RC responses were tightly locked to cue onset, and not to onset of cue-induced licking ( Fig. 2c ). Following satiation, RC responses were strongly attenuated ( Fig. 2d,e ). Sham satiation and home-cage caloric repletion experiments confirmed that this RC response attenuation was not due to incidental factors such as fatigue or stress, which might differ between early and late epochs of a given recording session ( Fig. 2f-h) . In contrast, the NC and AC-Av rarely elicited operant behavior in trained mice and did not evoke substantial VTA DA→BA responses in any state ( Fig. 2d,e ).
These findings suggested that VTA DA→BA axons might signal salient outcomes and, subsequently, cues that predict salient outcomes. Supporting this hypothesis, we observed that during early training sessions with high false alarm rates, VTA DA→BA axons were also activated by the quinine cue and quinine delivery ( Supplementary Fig. 5f -i). While dopamine is known to be involved in amygdala plasticity during aversive associative conditioning 7,8 , direct evidence of phasic increases in dopaminergic signaling in BA in response to reward and aversive cues and outcomes is not well established, nor is it known whether the source of dopamine during reward and aversive conditioning originates from VTA. These findings led us to consider whether VTA DA→BA axons more generally display unsigned phasic responses to salient appetitive and aversive cues and outcomes rather than strictly encoding reward prediction error. However, we were unable to investigate this possibility using the AC-Av, as mice learned not to react to this cue, thereby passively avoiding quinine delivery ( Supplementary Fig. 5a,b ). This likely resulted in lower effective salience of the AC-Av following learning. Therefore, we next considered VTA DA→BA responses to unavoidable aversive outcomes and associated cues.
Cues predicting unavoidable aversive outcomes also activate VTA DA→BA axons. If VTA DA→BA axons carry information about motivational salience rather than strictly about rewards, they should also acquire responses to cues predicting highly salient aversive outcomes ( Fig. 3a) . To test this, mice previously trained on the task involving an aversive cue predicting avoidable quinine were subsequently trained on a modified task in which the aversive cue now predicted an unavoidable aversive outcome (air puff delivered to the face; Fig. 3b ; task performance remained high with few false alarms, Supplementary Fig. 6a ,b). Strikingly, we observed a large increase in VTA DA→BA axon activity in response to air puffs, and emergence of significant responses to the aversive cue predicting this unavoidable outcome (AC-Un) within the first session ( Fig. 3c and Supplementary  Fig. 6c-e ). Air puff responses decreased across sessions, accompanied by a concomitant increase in AC-Un responses ( Supplementary  Fig. 6d-f ). These effects were not due to overall changes in network excitability, as RC response magnitudes remained stable throughout these sessions ( Fig. 3c and Supplementary Fig. 6g ). In contrast to the lack of any obvious behavioral responses to the avoidable quininepredicting cue following training, mice developed an active avoidance behavior-blinking-to the AC-Un ( Supplementary Fig. 7a,b ). Taken together, these findings suggest that cue-evoked increases in activity of VTA DA→BA axons reflect an unsigned (that is, valenceindependent) signal of the motivational salience of appetitive and aversive predicted outcomes.
The relative magnitude of VTA DA→BA axon responses to appetitive versus aversive cues changed depending on motivational state. Satiation led to a decrease in RC responses in VTA DA→BA axons and an increase in AC-Un responses ( Fig. 3d,e ), resulting in a shift in cue response preference from RCs to aversive cues ( Fig. 3f ). These findings suggest a shift from a reward-seeking state to a defensive state that results in a decrease in the relative motivational salience of food-predicting versus punishment-predicting cues. Accordingly, sated mice exhibited a persistent defensive behavior not observed in hungry mice-sustained, partial closure of the eye ipsilateral to the air puff (contralateral to the visual stimulus; Supplementary Fig. 7c,d) .
We next addressed whether these VTA DA→BA axon responses were specific to air puff-predicting cues or whether they generalized to a different aversive outcome eliciting a distinct avoidance behavior. We replaced air puff delivery (which elicited eye closure) with a mild unavoidable tail shock that elicited increased locomotion, possibly as part of an escape response (Supplementary Figs. 6a and 7e,f; n = 6 mice previously trained on the quinine/air puff tasks and two newly trained mice; task performance remained high with few false alarms, Supplementary Fig. 6b ). As with air puff delivery, tail shocks increased activity of VTA DA→BA axons early in training ( Supplementary Figs. 6c,d and 7g ), as did tail shockpredicting cues (AC-Un) after 1 day of training (Fig. 3g,h and Supplementary Fig. 6e ). As with cues predicting air puff, satiation resulted in significantly elevated responses to tail shock-predicting cues ( Fig. 3h ) and a shift in response preference towards these cues ( Fig. 3i ). Control recordings from VTA DA→BA axons expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) confirmed that cue-evoked responses were not generated or influenced by motion artifacts ( Supplementary Fig. 7h ). Therefore, despite differences in behavioral responses to aversive cues that predict air puff or tail shock, both of these cues evoked similar hunger-dependent responses in VTA DA→BA axons.
Additional evidence supported the notion that VTA DA→BA axons may signal the motivational salience of cues predicting salient outcomes associated with active motor strategies. Specifically, while visual cues predicting unavoidable tail shock drove strong VTA DA→BA axon responses following training (as well as delayed, cueinduced locomotor behavior), similar responses were not observed following training in experiments where the same visual stimuli predicted passively avoidable tail shocks ( Fig. 3j -l; consistent with the lack of strong responses to cues predicting passively avoidable quinine, Fig. 2d,e ).
The activation of VTA DA→BA axons could represent a surprise signal in response to any violation of expectations 27 (for example, unexpected occurrence of a salient cue or unexpected omission of a strongly expected outcome). However, we did not observe any increase in activity following omissions of either tail shocks or rewards in well-trained mice ( Supplementary Fig. 8 ). We sometimes observed a decrease in activity following either omitted aversive or appetitive outcomes, but only when these omission trials were preceded by a trial involving delivery of that same outcome ( Supplementary Fig. 8 ), consistent with a negative prediction error signal. Our findings support the hypothesis that cue responses in VTA DA→BA axons constitute signals of predicted motivational salience of outcomes requiring active motor behavior, rather than signals related to surprise or involved in planning of specific behavioral responses.
Comparisons of recordings of dopaminergic activity in subregions of BA and in nucleus accumbens (NAc).
Recent studies have argued for functional organization of BA neurons, with enriched incidence of aversive and appetitive responses in anterior (aBA) and posterior BA (pBA), respectively 28, 29 . Thus, one might expect larger responses to the AC-Un and its associated punishment in VTA DA→BA axons in aBA and larger responses to the RC and its associated reward in VTA DA→BA axons in pBA 28 . By sorting based on recording location along the anterior-posterior axis ( Supplementary Fig. 4a ), we found that VTA DA→BA axons in aBA and pBA were activated by both the RC and AC-Un ( Supplementary Fig. 9a,d ), similar to observations in BA cell bodies (see below and ref. 29 ). Notably, We hypothesized that cues predicting unavoidable aversive outcomes would have higher motivational salience than cues predicting a passively avoidable aversive outcome or no outcome. b, Modified task with AC-Un predicting an unavoidable aversive outcome (air puff or tail shock). c, Mean cue response timecourses of VTA DA→BA axons for each of the three first sessions (numbers within circles at top) following introduction of the AC-Un predicting unavoidable air puff delivery. Mice were previously trained on the task involving AC-Av. Error bars: s.e.m. across ten mice. d, Mean VTA DA→BA cue responses in hungry and sated mice (combined across days 2 and 3 from c) following acquisition of responses to cues predicting unavoidable aversive air puff. n = 10 mice. Error bars: s.e.m. across 16 sessions. e, Comparison of cue response magnitudes across states (mean ± s.e.m. across 16 sessions from 10 mice; RC hungry versus sated, ***P = 0.0004; AC-Un hungry versus sated, *P = 0.017, two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test). f, Comparison of cue response magnitudes within hunger state and within sated state (same data as in e, n = 10 mice; mean ± s.e.m. across 16 sessions; RC versus AC-Un during hunger state, ***P = 0.0008; RC versus NC during hunger state, ***P < 0.0001; RC versus AC-Un during sated state, **P = 0.004; AC-Un versus NC during sated state, ***P = 0.0005, Kruskal-Wallis test, Bonferroni-corrected post hoc comparisons). g, Mean VTA DA→BA cue responses in hungry and sated mice (combined across days 2 and 3 following introduction of tail shocks) after acquisition of cues predicting unavoidable tail shock. n = 8 mice. Error bars: s.e.m. across 13 sessions. h, Comparison of responses to the same cue across states (mean ± s.e.m. across 13 sessions from eight mice; RC hungry versus sated, ***P = 0.0002; AC-Un hungry versus sated, ***P = 0.0002, two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test). i, Comparison of response magnitude within hunger state and within sated state (same data as in h, mean ± s.e.m. across 13 sessions from eight mice; RC versus AC-Un during hunger state, *P = 0.04; RC versus NC during hunger state, ***P < 0.0001; RC versus AC-Un during sated state, ***P < 0.0001; AC-Un versus NC during sated state, ***P < 0.0001, Kruskal-Wallis test, Bonferronicorrected post hoc comparisons). j, Mean VTA DA→BA cue responses following training on a task involving avoidable tail shock in hungry mice. Error bars: s.e.m. across eight mice. k, Comparison of cue response magnitudes following training on a task involving reward-predicting and avoidable tail shock-predicting cues (AC-Av tail shock). Mean ± s.e.m. across eight mice, **P = 0.007, two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test. l, Comparison of cue response magnitudes following training on a task involving avoidable quinine (AC-Av quinine, n = 10 mice), avoidable tail shock (AC-Av tail shock, n = 8 mice) or unavoidable tail shock (AC-Un tail shock, n = 8 mice). Mean ± s.e.m., ***P < 0.0001, *P = 0.014, Kruskal-Wallis test, Bonferroni-corrected post hoc comparisons.
AC-Un responses of VTA DA→BA axons were not significantly different between aBA and pBA. However, RC responses of VTA DA→BA axons were significantly larger in aBA versus pBA, contrary to expectations 28 (but see ref. 30 for evidence of selectivity for positive outcomes in aBA) ( Supplementary Fig. 9a-f ). We did not observe differences between aBA and pBA in the magnitude of responses to reward delivery, air puff or tail shock ( Supplementary Fig. 9e -h). These data suggest that, apart from some differences in RC response magnitude following training, VTA DA→BA axons targeting aBA or pBA exhibit similar response properties. We next sought to directly compare responses of VTA DA→BA axons with those of VTA axons in the NAc (VTA DA→NAc ), which are known to exhibit classic reward prediction error signals 31 and which do not strongly collateralize to the BA 32 . First, we simultaneously recorded ipsilateral calcium signals from VTA DA→NAc and VTA DA→BA axons (Fig. 4a,b and Supplementary Fig. 4c ). We found significant RC-evoked increases in activity in both VTA DA→NAc and VTA DA→BA axons ( Fig. 4b-d ). In contrast, while the AC-Un evoked an increase in activity in VTA DA→BA axons, it evoked a decrease in activity in VTA DA→NAc axons (Fig. 4b,c) , consistent with previous studies indicating that many VTA dopamine neurons signal the predicted value of rewards and reward-prediction errors 26, 31 .
Previous studies of dopamine dynamics in NAc and BA involve measurements of dopamine release rather than dopaminergic axon activity. To assess whether these measures yield similar results, we used a similar fiber photometry strategy to simultaneously record dopamine dynamics in vivo in BA and NAc using a genetically encoded fluorescent dopamine sensor (dLight1.1 (ref. 33 ); Supplementary Fig. 4d ). We found that dopamine levels increased in BA during both the RC and AC-Un ( Fig. 4e ,f), with similar dynamics to VTA DA→NAc axonal calcium activity. In contrast, dopamine levels in NAc decreased in response to the AC-Un, consistent with our calcium activity recordings and with previous dLight1.1 recordings in NAc 33 . Notably, as with axon calcium activity recordings ( Fig. 4d ), we observed a tight correlation in the trial-to-trial increases in dopamine levels in BA and NAc during RC trials ( Fig. 4g ; coefficient of correlation (r) = 0.57), and a weaker correlation during AC-Un trials ( Fig. 4g ; r = 0.12), suggesting that common inputs to VTA DA→BA and VTA DA→NAc neurons may drive these correlations in dopamine release.
These data suggest that our earlier findings regarding distinct coding of cues in VTA dopaminergic axons in BA versus NAc (Figs. 2-4) do not reflect considerations specific to calcium recordings, but instead correlate with dopamine release from VTA DA→BA during salient cue presentation. To confirm that dopamine is indeed released from VTA DA→BA axons in vivo, we expressed a red-shifted excitatory opsin, Chrimson, in VTA dopamine neurons and recorded dopamine levels in BA using dLight1.1 ( Fig. 4h and Supplementary Fig. 4e ). Stimulation of Chrimson-expressing VTA axon terminals in BA (2 mW or 5 mW, 20 Hz) drove dLight1.1 responses of roughly similar magnitude to those evoked by salient cues (Fig. 4i ), supporting the notion that VTA DA→BA axons provide a major source of dopamine release in BA.
Individual VTA DA→BA axons are activated by both cues that predict reward and cues that predict unavoidable aversive outcomes.
Our bulk fiber photometry recordings showed that the average activity across many VTA DA→BA axons was increased on presentation of both the RC and the AC-Un. This response profile could be due to averaging across functionally distinct VTA DA→BA axons activated by either the RC or AC-Un. Alternatively, individual VTA DA→BA axons that give rise to this bulk photometry signal could respond to both the RC and AC-Un. We therefore imaged individual dopaminergic axons (3-10 axons per ~200-μm-diameter field of view) in the BA of behaving mice using two-photon calcium imaging 34 via a GRIN lens ( Fig. 5a and Supplementary Fig. 10a ). In the task involving an RC, an NC and a cue predicting passively avoidable quinine, we found that individual VTA DA→BA axons were only responsive to the motivationally salient RC ( Supplementary Fig. 10b-d ). Further, the mean response timecourse across all VTA DA→BA axons was similar to that obtained using bulk fiber photometry (compare Supplementary  Fig. 10b and Fig. 2 ).
We continued to track the activity of VTA DA→BA axons across daily sessions after replacing the passively avoidable quinine outcome with unavoidable air puff, and then with unavoidable tail shock. We found that individual axons that were previously responsive only to the RC acquired responses to the AC-Un paired with air puff ( Fig. 5b-d , Supplementary Fig. 10e ,f and Supplementary Video 1). AC-Un responses persisted in sated mice ( Fig. 5b ,e,f). These findings were even more pronounced when the AC-Un was paired with tail shock, now resulting in response preferences of individual VTA DA→BA axons for the AC-Un (Fig. 5g,h) . Across all mice, we observed a transition from response biases towards the RC when the task involved passively avoidable quinine, to unbiased or slightly AC-Un-biased responses when the task involved tail shock ( Supplementary Fig. 10e ). Furthermore, individual VTA DA→BA axons became significantly more responsive to this AC-Un following satiation ( Fig. 5i ). Axons that responded preferentially to the AC-Un often showed weaker responses to both of the other cues (likely reflecting stimulus generalization), and these nonspecific cue responses increased after satiation ( Fig. 5g ). However, a differential increase in AC-Un responses in the sated state persisted even after accounting for changes in overall cue responsivity across states ( Supplementary Fig. 10f ).
We were able to track many of the same axons across 3 weeks of training. The same axons were activated by the AC-Un paired with air puff and later with tail shock (Fig. 5j ). Most VTA DA→BA axons were activated by both the RC and AC-Un, while smaller subsets were selectively driven by either the RC or AC-Un ( Fig. 5k,l) . In almost all cases, VTA DA→BA axons showed relatively weak responses to the NC (Fig. 5l ). This sensitivity of individual VTA DA→BA axons to both appetitive and aversive cues predicts an increase in dopamine signaling in a given target BA neuron during presentation of any motivationally salient cue, regardless of valence.
Excitatory neurons in BA also acquire responses to motivationally salient aversive cues. In Fig. 1 , BA excitatory neurons were not preferentially responsive to stimuli lacking motivational salience, including the AC-Av and NC after training, and any visual stimuli before their association with salient outcomes. Given that, on average, VTA DA→BA axons and BA excitatory neurons displayed similar insensitivity to nonsalient cues, and that VTA DA→BA axons were activated by the AC-Un but not by the AC-Av, we assessed whether certain excitatory BA neurons downstream of VTA DA→BA axons would develop AC-Un response preferences 4 (Fig. 6a ). Following training on the task involving unavoidable aversive outcomes, a substantial number of BA neurons became preferentially active during the AC-Un ( Fig. 6b-e and Supplementary Fig. 11a ). As was the case with VTA DA→BA axons, satiation induced a selective attenuation of RC responses but not of AC-Un responses across the population of BA excitatory neurons ( Fig. 6f-h and Supplementary Fig. 10b-d ), suggesting that satiation may promote a more defensive state reflected by a population-level shift in sensitivity towards aversive cues ( Fig. 6g and Supplementary Fig. 11e ,f). These changes in response magnitude following satiation were not caused by decreased arousal, as analyses matched for pupil dilation or locomotion across states produced similar results ( Supplementary Fig. 12 ; satiation did, however, decrease the overall proportion of cue-responsive BA neurons, Supplementary Fig. 11g ).
Unlike individual VTA DA→BA axons, but consistent with previous literature 4 , many BA neurons showed selective activation by either the RC or the AC-Un ( Fig. 6c -e,i and Supplementary Fig. 11a ). These neurons were often in close proximity (<50 μm apart), without any obvious fine-scale organization (Fig. 6j,k ). This finding that distinct, intermingled subsets of neurons are activated by appetitive or aversive cues was true even when only considering a retrogradely labeled subset of NAc-projecting BA neurons ( Supplementary  Fig. 13a -h), consistent with the diversity observed in previous electrophysiology studies 35 . This intermingled arrangement of functionally distinct sets of BA excitatory neurons could allow both sets to receive salience signals from the same VTA DA→BA axons during presentation of both appetitive and aversive cues.
Comparisons of cell body recordings across subregions of BA.
Previous studies suggested differences in valence processing across the anterior-posterior axis of BA 28 . We assayed for functional differences in aBA versus pBA by separately analyzing data from GRIN lens implants in each of these subregions ( Supplementary  Figs. 1b and 14 ). When the RC was maximally salient during the hunger state, we observed spatial differences in RC responses: neurons exhibited larger RC responses and more frequently exhibited RC response preferences in aBA versus pBA ( Supplementary  Fig. 14a ,c,e). In contrast, when the AC-Un was maximally salient during satiety, neurons exhibited larger AC-Un response magnitudes and more frequently exhibited AC-Un response preferences in pBA versus aBA ( Supplementary Fig. 14b ,d,f).
As certain earlier studies 28 comparing subregions of BA assessed activation by unconditioned stimuli (versus predictive cues), we also asked whether aBA and pBA neurons respond differently to reward delivery versus tail shock. The mean activity timecourses of individual neurons in aBA and pBA showed a mixture of responses to cues and outcomes ( Supplementary Fig. 15a ). We therefore deconvolved the activity of individual BA neurons and constructed a generalized linear model (GLM) 21 to estimate the relative contribution of cues, unconditioned stimuli and behavioral variables (see Methods and Supplementary Fig. 15b ). We then identified neurons for which Ensure or tail shock delivery explained a significant amount of the activity ( Supplementary Fig. 15b-d ). We found that a larger proportion of neurons was activated by Ensure delivery in pBA versus aBA ( Supplementary Fig. 15e ). In contrast (but consistent with analyses using a different method to identify cue-responsive neurons, Supplementary Fig. 14a ), a smaller proportion of neurons was activated by the RC and a smaller proportion was suppressed by the RC, Ensure delivery or licking in pBA versus aBA ( Supplementary Fig. 15e ,f). Together, these findings of relatively greater activation and lower suppression by Ensure in pBA are consistent with previous immediate early gene studies assessing unconditioned stimulus-evoked activity in pBA versus aBA 28 , while the opposite spatial pattern of responses to the RC is consistent with that observed for VTA DA→BA axons ( Supplementary Fig. 9a-d) .
Glutamate corelease by VTA DA→BA axons differentially targets inhibitory neurons. The above findings provide initial clues as to how VTA DA→BA axons might impact BA cell bodies across learning and changes in hunger state. To gain additional insight into the actions of VTA DA→BA axons, we performed in vitro patch-clamp recordings in BA neurons during optogenetic photostimulation of VTA DA→BA axon terminals ( Fig. 7a) . Surprisingly, we observed fast inward currents that indicated activation of ionotropic glutamate receptors, confirmed by blockade using a glutamate receptor antagonist ( Fig. 7b ). This finding is consistent with an enriched expression of the vesicular glutamate transporter gene (Vglut2) in the more medial portion of VTA 32 , where VTA DA→BA cell bodies are predominantly located 32 .
We found that one-third of all recorded BA neurons had VTA DA→BA axon-evoked monosynaptic glutamatergic currents (30 of 90 recorded neurons; Fig. 7c ). We distinguished between fastspiking inhibitory, other inhibitory and excitatory neurons using a combination of electrophysiological properties and targeting of inhibitory neurons expressing tdTomato under control of the Dlx promoter ( Fig. 7d and see Methods). Fast glutamatergic currents were significantly more common and of larger amplitude in fast-spiking interneurons than in excitatory neurons (Fig. 7e,f) . In fact, these fast currents were often strong enough to trigger action potentials in fast-spiking interneurons (Fig. 7g ), but not in excitatory neurons (not shown). Similar proportions of functional VTA DA→BA glutamatergic synapses were found in recordings throughout the anterior-posterior axis of BA (Fig. 7h,i) . Thus, VTA DA→BA axons can release both glutamate and dopamine (Fig. 4i ), and may shape network dynamics and functional plasticity in intermingled sets of BA excitatory neurons encoding cues predicting rewarding or aversive outcomes. 
Discussion
In this study, we used two-photon imaging and fiber photometry in head-fixed mice to examine the acquisition and motivational statedependent expression of responses to learned cues in BA neurons and in the understudied set of VTA dopaminergic axonal inputs to BA. Initially arbitrary visual stimuli did not elicit responses in BA neurons. Once associated with salient outcomes, these cues could elicit either active approach behaviors (for example, operant licking) or active avoidance behaviors (for example, pre-emptive increase in eye closure or locomotion). Accordingly, intermingled sets of BA neurons developed preferential responses to either salient appetitive or aversive cues, but not to nonsalient stimuli. We hypothesized that VTA DA→BA axons may provide a teaching signal guiding the acquisition of salient cue responses in BA. Consistent with this prediction, VTA DA→BA axons were activated by rewards and unavoidable punishments and, after training, by cues that predicted these salient outcomes. Furthermore, VTA DA→BA axon responses to food cues decreased while responses to aversive cues increased following the transition from hunger to satiety, consistent with opposite changes in cue salience across these motivational contexts. Using GRIN-based two-photon calcium imaging of VTA DA→BA axons, we found that individual VTA DA→BA axons were activated both by stimuli predicting reward and by those predicting unavoidable punishment. As discussed below, these patterns of activation of VTA DA→BA axons may create a window of plasticity for strengthening or weakening of visual inputs relaying information regarding salient appetitive or aversive outcomes to BA (for example, from visual association cortex, thalamus and LA 20 ). Our findings suggest that VTA DA→BA neurons are a major driver of dopaminergic actions in BA during associative learning of stimuli paired with rewards or punishments [7] [8] [9] 12 .
Signaling of unexpected omissions in BA. BLA neurons may signal the associability of sensory stimuli when there is a significant change in the environment, resembling a reinforcement signal proposed by Pearce and Hall 27, 36 in which reinforcement learning is enhanced by unexpected outcomes including rewards, punishments and omissions of expected outcomes. While the activity of some BA neurons may align with the Pearce-Hall model in that they respond to rewards that are either larger or smaller than expected 37 , we did not find such activity in VTA DA→BA axons. Instead, VTA DA→BA axon activity either did not change or decreased when expected rewards or punishments were omitted (reflected by a sustained reduction in activity following the omitted outcome). Thus, any observed increases in BA neuron activity on omission of rewards or punishments [37] [38] [39] are unlikely to be mediated directly by VTA DA→BA axons. Rather, we suggest that phasic responses of VTA DA→BA axons may specifically promote learning of those cues that are associated with appetitive or aversive outcomes requiring active approach (for example, licking) or avoidance (for example, blinking or increased locomotion), thereby invigorating anticipatory motor responses.
Previous studies of dopaminergic actions in LA and BA. Our findings suggest that VTA DA→BA neurons are a major contributor to the established role of dopaminergic actions in BA on associative learning [7] [8] [9] 12 and argue against recent suggestions that VTA dopaminergic neurons do not play a role in aversive conditioning 15 . When considering the role of dopamine in BLA on associative learning, it is important to differentiate between sources and effects of dopamine in LA versus BA. Our results ( Fig. 2a ) and others (Allen Brain Institute connectivity mapping; for example, http:// connectivity.brain-map.org/transgenic/experiment/301732962) suggest that VTA dopaminergic neurons send dense projections to BA, but not to LA. Consistent with these anatomical findings, microdialysis measurements show basal dopamine release in BA, but not LA 40 . While VTA axons that innervate intercalated cells of the amygdala may gate LA activity, we suspect that the main actions of dopamine release from VTA axons on second messenger signals occur primarily within BA. Our findings are consistent with recent studies indicating that VTA DA→BA neurons originate in medial VTA 32 , where dopamine neurons display stronger responses to aversive outcomes 16 and exhibit electrophysiological properties that differ from NAcprojecting dopamine neurons located in lateral VTA 16 . Our simultaneous photometry recordings from VTA dopamine axons in BA and NAc showed that these two subsets had aversive cue responses of (Fig. 5k) . j, Mean cue-evoked responses (fractional change in GCaMP6s fluorescence) across a single session for an example field of view. Images are from a representative mouse (n = 4 replicate mice). Top: RC response. Bottom: AC-Un response. Even neighboring neurons could show selective responses to the AC-Un (purple circle) or to the RC (green circle). k, Left: two example fields of view showing centroids of BA neurons (green, RC responsive; purple, AC-Un responsive; gray, unresponsive). Right: cumulative probability distributions show that distances between pairs of neurons preferring the same cue (that is, both preferring RC, 'RC/RC', or both preferring AC-Un, 'AC-Un/AC-Un') were not different from pairs preferring opposite cue types (RC/AC-Un) (n = 129 RC-preferring neurons, n = 145 AC-Un-preferring neurons, two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). Note that, given the higher resolution of two-photon imaging compared with one-photon imaging, we have high confidence in the estimated distances between cells and in the lack of cross-contamination of signals from nearby cells.
opposing signs and weak trial-by-trial response correlations, suggesting distinct sources of input and/or distinct modulation at axon terminals. A larger fraction of medial VTA dopamine neurons coexpress the gene Vglut2 (ref. 32 ). Accordingly, we find that VTA DA→BA axons make monosynaptic glutamatergic connections with BA neurons, particularly onto fast-spiking interneurons.
VTA DA→BA inputs may support context-dependent learning of appropriate actions in response to salient cues. Why might VTA dopamine axons selectively innervate BA but not LA? VTA dopaminergic neurons are particularly important for guiding learning in downstream circuits that link cues and associated outcomes with active goal-directed behaviors in a motivational state-dependent manner. BA is also implicated in such context-dependent behaviors and in cue-action-outcome learning, while LA appears more critical for action-independent passive learning of cue-outcome associations 41, 42 . Indeed, VTA DA→BA axons showed motivational context-dependent increases in activity in response to cues that invigorated motor actions (licking to the RC in food-restricted mice but not in sated mice, and blinking or locomotion to unavoidable aversive cues), but not to neutral and passively avoidable aversive cues. We confirmed that these VTA DA→BA axon responses were tightly locked to cue onset and not to onset of motor activity, suggesting that their role in cue-action-outcome learning is not due to direct regulation of same-trial motor activity. VTA DA→BA axon responses and some BA neuron responses to unavoidable aversive cues were enhanced following the transition from hunger (a foraging state) to satiety (a defensive state), similar to previous studies showing that hunger suppresses neural and behavioral sensitivity to aversive cues and outcomes 43, 44 .
Potential mechanisms for gating learning of motivationally salient sensory stimuli. An understanding of the role of VTA DA→BA axons in guiding plasticity in BA should ideally include rapid effects of VTA DA→BA axon signaling on network activity and dopaminergic effects on molecular signaling pathways that permit longer-term plasticity. While previous in vitro studies have observed direct actions of dopamine on the excitability of BLA excitatory neurons 45 , the predominant effects of dopamine are likely mediated by D1 receptor-dependent increases in cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and activation of protein kinase A. Thus, the activation of the same VTA DA→BA axons by both appetitive and aversive cues and outcomes may drive valence-independent increases in levels of plasticity-promoting cAMP in a given target BA neuron. If so, and if a given BA neuron receives diverse sensory inputs before learning, how is it that intermingled BA cells become selectively responsive to only appetitive or aversive cues in our task? VTA DA→BA axons may promote the selective acquisition of appetitive or aversive responses by driving enhanced competition between opposite-valence excitatory neurons. An enhancement in network inhibition via VTA DA→BA activation of fast-spiking BA interneurons could ensure that a BA excitatory cell's responses to stronger inputs are enhanced while responses to weaker inputs are further suppressed, similar to hypotheses regarding the role of VTA dopaminergic projections to prefrontal cortex in increasing signal-tonoise ratio 46 . Other studies involving different tasks and degrees of training have also observed BA neurons with mixed responses to appetitive and aversive stimuli 47 . Further, NCs drove weaker yet more promiscuous responses in appetitive-or aversive-coding BA neurons, possibly due to weaker NC-evoked lateral inhibition ( Supplementary Fig. 11a ). This weaker inhibition may occur, in part, due to the weaker activation of VTA DA→BA axons during NCs, possibly providing a mechanism promoting generalization of cue responses in BA excitatory neurons. Consistent with these hypotheses, Esber and colleagues found that ablation of VTA dopamine neurons resulted in more promiscuous responses to salient RCs across a larger fraction of BLA excitatory neurons 9 and posited that VTA DA→BLA inputs are essential for driving aspects of BLA activity related to attentional orienting towards salient or surprising stimuli, regardless of stimulus valence.
Anatomical and genetic markers of valence coding in BA. Several models have been proposed for predetermining which BA neurons will be biased to positive or negative valence (see ref. 4 for a detailed review), including hardwiring of inputs signaling valence-specific unconditioned stimuli 48, 49 , valence biases in projection-defined BA neurons 35 , anatomical organization of valence along the anteriorposterior axis 28 and genetic markers of valence preference 28 . While our study was not initially designed to resolve this question, our use of two-photon calcium imaging in retrogradely labeled BA neurons and in GRIN lens implants in aBA versus pBA afforded us the opportunity to consider whether our data might provide useful information.
We found that roughly equal proportions of NAc-projecting BA neurons responded to RCs or aversive cues, consistent with heterogeneity previously observed in this subpopulation 35 . We also examined whether BA neurons and/or dopaminergic inputs exhibited response biases in pBA versus aBA. Using a GLM to isolate responses to reward delivery, we confirmed previous immediate early gene analyses 28 suggesting that reward outcome responses are somewhat more common in pBA. In contrast, RC response magnitudes were larger in aBA, both for cell bodies and for VTA DA→BA axons. Despite these differences, most of the state-dependent response properties of BA neurons and VTA DA→BA axons were qualitatively similar between pBA and aBA. While differences across studies may relate to the exact techniques employed (for example, our use of viral labeling of projection neurons) and behavioral conditions involved, these data highlight the diversity of responses within projection-defined populations of BA neurons as well as across the anterior-posterior axis. In future, an intersection of anatomical location and genetic markers for defining both BA neurons and the specific cells that they innervate within a given target area may isolate more homogenous populations of valencecoding BA neurons.
Potential limitations of our study.
A large fraction of the sensory input to BA arrives via the LA. Our 500-μm-diameter GRIN lens implant in BA damaged portions of the LA. This is more apparent in the aBA compared with the pBA, as the latter lies directly below the lateral ventricle. Nevertheless, the proportions of BA neurons that exhibited cue responses in our dataset (~30%) are in line with previous reports using in vivo electrophysiological recordings 35 , and did not appear to vary with distance below the GRIN lens (range, 100-300 μm). In addition, the functional properties of VTA DA→BA axons, whose dendrites reside in the midbrain, are unlikely to be strongly affected by our imaging procedures.
Future directions and clinical significance.
Our work provides a platform for high-resolution tracking of the activity of VTA DA→BA axons and genetically defined sets of target neurons across days and weeks in a mouse model during operant conditioning. In the future, this platform for chronic two-photon imaging of specific BA neuronal subtypes can be combined with local optogenetic and pharmacologic manipulations of dopaminergic inputs. These efforts should help elucidate the roles of VTA DA→BA inputs in the acquisition of responses to motivationally salient cues, and in diseases involving overestimation of the salience of appetitive or aversive cues.
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Methods
All animal care and experimental procedures were approved by the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Animals were singly housed on a 12-h light/dark cycle with standard mouse chow and water provided ad libitum unless specified otherwise. In vivo experiments were performed on adult mice: Emx1-Cre;CaMKIIa-tTA;TITL-Ai94 (ref. 50 ) (10 male mice between the ages of 14 and 24 weeks were used for in vivo experiments), SLC6A3-IRES-Cre (DAT-IRES-Cre) 51 (24 male and two female mice between the ages of 12 and 20 weeks were used for fiber photometry experiments; four male mice between the ages of 16 and 24 weeks were used for axon imaging experiments; five male and five female mice between the ages of 12 and 16 weeks were used for in vitro slice experiments) and wild-type (C57Bl/6; four male mice between the ages of 15 and 17 weeks for in vivo fiber photometry of dopamine sensor).
After surgical procedures, all mice in our experiments were singly housed. All experiments were performed during the light cycle (though chronic food restriction and food delivery during the task likely drives strong food entrainment). Experiments were typically performed on consecutive days or with 1 or 2 d in between imaging sessions. Mice included in the photometry and two-photon imaging experiments were between 12 and 24 weeks of age.
Behavioral training. Initial behavioral training was performed as previously described [20] [21] [22] . After at least 1 week of recovery from surgery, mice were chronically food restricted to maintain body weight at 85% of free-feeding body weight by feeding ~2.5 g chow per day (training and testing typically lasted 4-8 weeks). During testing, when mice performed 300 trials and consumed ~3-5 ml Ensure for satiation, mice were fed ~1.5 g chow per day to maintain 85% body weight. Mice were initially habituated to head-fixation on a three-dimensional (3D)-printed running wheel, then trained to associate licking a lickspout with Ensure delivery by triggering Ensure delivery on performance of a lick. Licks were detected using a capacitance-sensing lickspout (3D printed with conductive filament connected to a capacitance sensor, MPR121; Adafruit). All behavioral training was conducted using MonkeyLogic 20, 52 .
Following shaping of licking behavior, mice were trained on an operant Go-/NoGo visual discrimination task as previously described 20 . Mice learned to discriminate full-screen square-wave drifting gratings of different orientations (2 Hz; 0.04 cycles per degree; 80% contrast). The same three orientations (0° for RC; 270° for aversive cue; 135° for NC) were used for all mice (previous studies from our laboratory have shown that the food cue bias observed in Fig. 1 for BA neurons is observed in upstream neurons in LA and postrhinal cortex, and in downstream neurons in insular cortex, regardless of the initial grating orientations paired with food [20] [21] [22] ). All visual stimuli were designed in MATLAB and presented in pseudorandom order on a liquid-crystal display (LCD) monitor positioned 20 cm from the mouse's right eye. Stimuli were presented for 2 s, followed by a 2-s response window and then a 6-s intertrial interval. In the initial version of the task involving a passively avoidable aversive outcome (quinine delivery; for example, see Figs. 1 and 2) , the first lick occurring during the response window triggered delivery of Ensure (~5 μl) during RC trials and triggered delivery of quinine (~5 μl; 0.1 mM) during aversive cue trials.
Following initial data collection using the task described above and previously [20] [21] [22] , the same mice were re-trained to associate the aversive cue (that is, the 270° visual drifting grating) with an unavoidable air puff (50 ms duration; onset at 100 ms after termination of visual stimulus) delivered to the left eye (that is, contralateral to the visual LCD monitor). A compressed air tank was used to generate the air puff and delivery was regulated by a solenoid (Clippard). A CCD (charge-coupled device) camera was used to image the eye receiving the air puff delivery for determination of eye blinks/closures (either a Flea3 camera from PointGrey for photometry experiments or a Dalsa M1280 CCD camera for two-photon imaging experiments was used). For fiber photometry experiments, an infrared light-emitting diode (LED) array (CMVision IRS48) provided illumination for imaging of the eye. For two-photon imaging experiments, infrared light emitted from the eye was sufficient to illuminate the eye. Mice showed anticipatory blinking behavior within or after 1 d of training, indicating that they learned the stimulus-outcome association rapidly.
Following 3-4 d of training on the task involving association between the aversive cue and an unavoidable air puff (two sessions per day; ~100 air puffs delivered per day), the same mice were re-trained to associate the aversive cue with an unavoidable tail shock delivery. Tail shocks (0.3 mA; 2 × 50 ms; 100 ms intershock interval) were delivered via two electrode pads (Covidien; Series S) wrapped around the base of the tail. Current was delivered using a stimulus isolator (Iso-Flex; AMPI). Training on this new version of the task was then conducted for another 3-4 d. For all experiments, including those involving tail shock delivery, locomotion was monitored using a custom rotary encoder (two infrared beam breaks detected the motion of tabs on the side of the printed wheel). Mice showed tail shock cue-evoked anticipatory increases in running speed within or after 1 d of training, indicating that they learned the stimulus-outcome association rapidly.
Variations in task structure. For some experiments, variations in the behavioral task described above were used as detailed here. To assess whether decreases in VTA DA→BA axon activity exist following omission of expected outcomes-Ensure, air puff, tail shock-we included 'catch' trials ( Supplementary Fig. 8 ). In the case of aversive outcomes, a random subset of 33% of all aversive cue trials were omission trials, and otherwise the task was as described above (three cues, RC, AC, NC, presented with equal frequency). For reward omissions, mice previously trained on the main task were presented with 100 RC trials, and reward was omitted in 33% of these trials.
To assess the effects of sham satiation, a separate set of mice was trained with two operant cues: an Ensure-predicting cue and an avoidable tail shock-predicting aversive cue. Mice learned to perform licks to obtain Ensure, and to withhold licks to avoid delivery of tail shocks. Sham sating consisted of mice spending 1 h with the lick spout accessible, but with no delivery of Ensure. Following recording of cue responses before and after sham satiation sessions, we returned mice to the homecage where they had free access to chow. Once mice had returned to their normal free-feeding body weight, they were again presented with cues, and photometry recordings were collected to assess responses following caloric repletion. Fiber photometry recording. Fiber photometry recordings were performed using head-fixed mice that were free to run on a circular treadmill. Fiber optic cables (1 m long; 400 μm core; 0.48 NA; Doric Lenses) were coupled to implanted optic fibers with zirconia sleeves (Precision Fiber Products). Black heat shrink material was placed around the fiber coupling to prevent external sources of light (for example, from the visual stimulus) from interfering with recordings. Excitation and emission light was passed through a GFP fluorescence minicube (FMC3_E(460-490)_F(500-550); Doric Lenses). Excitation light (~100 μW) was provided by a 465 nm LED (Plexon LED and driver) which was modulated at either 217 or 319 Hz using transistor-transistor logic (TTL) output from two lock-in amplifiers (SR830; Stanford Instruments). Emission light was collected by a femtowatt photoreceiver (Newport 2151), demodulated using a lock-in amplifier (SR830; Stanford Instruments) and digitized at 1 kHz sample rate (PCIe-6321; National Instruments). Data acquisition was controlled using a custom script in MATLAB (MathWorks).
GRIN lens implantation and related surgical procedures.
For BA cell body imaging, mice were implanted with a singlet gradient index (GRIN) lens (GRINtech, NEM-050-25-10-860-S-1.5p; 0.5 mm diameter; 6.5 mm length; 250 μm focal distance on brain side at 860 nm (NA 0.5); 100 μm focal distance on air side (NA 0.5); noncoated). For axon imaging, mice were implanted with a doublet GRIN lens (GRINtech, NEM-050-25-10-860-DM; 0.5 mm diameter; 9.89 mm length; 250 μm focal distance on brain side at 860 nm (NA 0.47); 100 μm focal distance on air side (NA 0.19)). In a subset of mice, a polyimide guide cannula 56 (Doric Lenses) was implanted and the GRIN lens was inserted each day of imaging and recovered after each imaging session (allowing for reuse across multiple mice). GRIN lens implantation coordinates for cell body imaging of BA neurons in transgenic mice (Emx1-Cre;CaMKIIa-TTA;TITL-Ai94) in aBA, medial BA or pBA (relative to bregma): AP: −1.2 mm (aBA), −1.8 mm (medial BA), −2.1 mm (pBA); ML: −3.2 mm; DV: −4.6-4.8 mm. In all mice where BA neurons were imaged, NAc-projecting BA neurons were retrogradely labeled by injecting 150 nl AAVretro-hsyn-DIO-h2b-mCherry 57 in NAc at (relative to bregma): AP: 1.4 mm, ML: −0.75 mm, DV: −4.3 mm.
For VTA dopamine axon imaging in BA, VTA dopamine neurons were infected in DAT-IRES-Cre mice by injecting virus (150 nl, AAV1-hSyn-FLEX-GCaMP6s) at (relative to bregma): AP: −3.2 mm, ML: −0.3 mm, DV: −4.3 mm, and a GRIN lens was implanted above BA at (relative to bregma): AP: −1.8 mm, ML: −3.2 mm, DV: −4.6 mm.
GRIN lens implantations were performed as previously described 58 . Briefly, mice were maintained under anesthesia (1.5-2.0% isoflurane) and body temperature maintained using a heating pad in a stereotaxic apparatus (Kopf Instruments, Model 940). A beveled 25-gauge needle (0.51 mm diameter, Fisher) was attached to the stereotaxic holder and zeroed on bregma. To give the lens a snug fit and reduce brain motion artifacts, the needle was inserted slowly to a depth of 0.1 mm higher than the final depth of the GRIN lens. After this needle was removed from the brain, the GRIN lens was held with a bulldog serrafine clamp (Fine Science Tools, catalog no. 18050-28) with heat shrink on the tips (to improve grip and prevent damage) and zeroed at bregma without touching the skull (to avoid debris covering the lens surface). The lens was then slowly inserted in the hole made by the needle and down to its final depth, then secured to the skull by applying Metabond (Parkell) or ultraviolet-curable glue (Loctite) around the lens. A titanium headplate was centered over the GRIN lens and fixed to the skull using Metabond. Afterwards, a 3D-printed plastic funnel was cemented onto the headplate, which allowed for a water reservoir for the Nikon 16× water immersion objective. Additionally, this funnel was used to secure a light shield between the head and the objective using Velcro, to prevent collection of stray light from the LCD monitor. After completion of the GRIN lens surgery, the top of the GRIN lens was protected by a cut-off tip of an Eppendorf tube (Fisher) and secured using Kwik-Cast (WPI). The mice were allowed to recover from surgery for at least 2 weeks before any behavioral training.
Two-photon imaging. Two-photon imaging was performed using a resonantscanning two-photon microscope (Neurolabware) at 15.5 frames s -1 and 796 × 512 pixels per frame. Imaging was performed with a 16× 0.8 NA water-immersion objective (Nikon) for mice implanted with 1.5 pitch GRIN lens (GRINtech: NEM-050-25-10-860-S-1.5p; see above) or a 4× 0.28 NA air objective (Olympus) for mice implanted with 1.0 pitch 2.6× GRIN lens (GRINtech: NEM-050-25-10-860-DM; see above). Imaging fields of view were at a depth of 100-300 μm below the face of the GRIN lens. A Mai Tai DeepSee laser or InSight X3 laser (Spectra-Phsyics) was used. We imaged using an excitation wavelength of 960 nm for all calcium imaging of BA cell bodies and 940 nm for VTA axon imaging (using pre-chirp compensation for dispersion as much as possible). Laser power ranged between 40 and 60 mW at the front aperture of the objective (the power at the sample was substantially less because of partial transmission via the GRIN lens). GCaMP6 signals were collected using a green emission filter (510/84 nm; Semrock). For all BA neuron imaging, an earlier injection of AAVretro-H2b-mCherry in NAc allowed red labeling of nuclei of NAc-projecting BA neurons (red emission filter: 607/70 nm; Semrock). We collected both green and red light using photomultiplier tubes (PMTs, H10770B-40; Hamamatsu).
Criteria for cue-responsive neurons and analysis of cue response. To determine whether a cell or axon was responsive to each cue, we used previously established, conservative criteria [20] [21] [22] , which are described in detail here. We calculated the cueevoked response up to 65 ms (one frame at 15.5 Hz) before the first lick detected (to avoid ascribing significant visual responses to cells or axons that were only responsive following motor actions). We performed a Wilcoxon signed-rank test for each frame post stimulus onset against the 1-s baseline period before stimulus onset, with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons across frames (P < 0.01). If three consecutive frames were significantly different from the baseline period, a cell or axon was considered responsive to that cue. For all cells and axons with significant responses to at least one cue, a cell's or axon's preferred cue was determined as the cue evoking the largest response during the cue period. For estimation of a cell's (or axon's) mean cue-evoked response magnitude, and for estimation of a cell's (or axon's) response bias to a given cue, we averaged all trials containing presentations of that cue during the run to obtain a mean timecourse for that cell (or axon), and then the maximum response during the 2-s duration of the cue presentation was used as that cell's (or axon's) response magnitude. For estimation of the response bias index (Figs. 5k and 6i ), we included cells (or axons) that had a significant response to at least one cue and set all negative values to zero.
Analysis of distances between cells of the same functional type or of different types.
We obtained the center of mass (centroid) from each ROI corresponding to an individual cell body. For all pairs of cells in a given category, we plotted the cumulative distribution function of pair-wise Euclidean distances between the pairs of x-y centroid coordinates.
Using a GLM to identify components of cell responses. A Poisson GLM
was fit to deconvolved activity of each cell, accounting for task and behavioral variables 21, 66 using the glmnet package implemented in MATLAB. The deconvolved cell activity was first downsampled by a factor of two and then convolved with a Gaussian kernel (width 260 ms). A series of basis functions (Gaussian curves separated by 260 ms (that is, four frames), full-width at half maximum = 260 ms) was made to span each task and behavioral variable. Task variable basis functions were generated for each cue type (RC, NC and unavoidable tail shock aversive cues), further separated by trial type (hit, miss, correct reject, false alarm), and tiled across the entire cue duration (0-2 s). Behavioral variable basis functions were generated for times relative to (1) any stimulus offset (0-1 s from cue offset, reflecting general stimulus offset-related responses), (2) reward or tail shock delivery (0-1 s), (3) onset of a lick bout (0-1 s from bout onset, with lick bouts separated by ≥2 s), (4) all other individual licks (one kernel at the time of each lick), (5) brain motion (the kernel convolved with the analog vector of x-y shifts determined during registration of movies) and (6) locomotion (the kernel convolved with the running speed).
The GLM was fit on two-thirds of the data for each cell, using elastic net regularization (α = 0.01). We then used the GLM coefficients to measure the deviance explained on the remaining one-third of the data. Cells were determined to have activity that was locked to a given variable if (1) the deviance explained by the model was greater than 0.01 (note that the deviance explained is limited by the small number of behavioral variables) and (2) the category of basis sets (that is, food cue, NC, aversive cue, reward, tail shock or licking basis sets) made up at least 5% of that explanatory value.
Fiber photometry analysis. Photometry signals were sampled at 1 kHz, low-pass filtered below 100 Hz and downsampled to 50 Hz. We calculated ∆F/F = (F − F 0 )/F 0, where F 0 is a running estimate of baseline fluorescence calculated as the tenth percentile of F(t) in the previous 30-s sliding window. The ∆F/F timecourse was Z-scored by subtracting the mean of all timepoints (across all hungry and sated runs in a given session) and then dividing by the standard deviation of all timepoints. Signals for individual trials were then renormalized by subtracting the average of a 2-s baseline before each visual stimulus onset. For analysis of the responses to an individual cue, all trials containing presentations of that cue during a run were averaged to obtain a mean timecourse, and then the peak response during the 2-s duration of cue presentation was obtained.
To estimate response magnitudes to outcomes (Ensure and tail shock deliveries) from the fiber photometry, we fit monoexponential functions to the average cue timecourse (with fitting beginning at the peak of the cue response and extending until the end of the cue period) for each mouse individually. For each mouse, we then subtracted this fit from the photometry signal during subsequent post-cue timepoints to estimate the post-cue activity beyond that expected from residual cue response dynamics. The peak magnitude of this post-cue response (0-3 s post cue offset) was then used to estimate responses to Ensure or tail shock.
For analyses of RC learning, we compared data from mice 'During training' (performance is poor with high rate of false alarms), which refers to sessions during the first 3 d of training before introducing aversive trials, with data from mice that were 'Trained' (performance is good with greater than 80% hit rate with less than 20% false alarms).
We note that our results are unlikely to be due to viral expression and changing levels of GCaMP over time because (1) we performed the experiments more than 6 weeks after initial infection (a period where increases in expression still occur but at a slower rate); (2) the transition from the task involving avoidable outcomes to the task involving unavoidable outcomes (and among tasks involving different unavoidable aversive outcomes) is fast-several days-and not likely explained simply by slow changes in expression ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ); (3) we calculate fractional changes in fluorescence, which at least to some extent normalizes for changes in baseline fluorescence; and (4) most importantly, the fact that we observe consistent RC response magnitudes across these days ( Supplementary Fig. 6g ) suggests that our findings are not due to changes in GCaMP6-related signal-tonoise across nearby sessions.
Analysis of mouse behaviors. Eye closure during air puff experiments was determined from movies of the eye collected during photometry and two-photon imaging experiments 67 . The region of the video frames containing the eye was manually identified (at the beginning of the movie when the eye was fully open) and then the average pixel intensity in this region was calculated for every frame. For fiber photometry experiments, closure of the eyelid resulted in increased signal intensity (reflected illumination of fur on eyelid by infrared LED is much brighter than the eye) which we used to determine eye blinks and persistent eye closure. Changes in eye closure during the 2-s visual cue or after air puff delivery were calculated relative to the 2-s baseline period before visual stimulus onset. Additionally, changes in baseline persistent eye closure across states (sated relative to hungry baseline) were also calculated to highlight the transition to a more defensive state in sated mice.
Locomotion was determined from the spherical treadmill rotary encoder. Changes in locomotion during the 2-s visual cue or after tail shock delivery were calculated relative to the 2-s baseline period before visual stimulus onset.
Pupil area was measured from the videography of the eye. A region around the eye was manually drawn and the center of the pupil was manually clicked for the first frame of the movie. The center and area of the pupil were then fit using a custom implementation of the starburst pupil detection from the openEyes toolkit and a random sample consensus (ransac) algorithm. The center position from each previous frame was used to initialize the subsequent frame. In the case of videography of the eye acquired during two-photon imaging where the pupil was brighter than the rest of the eye (infrared laser light exiting out through the pupil), the starburst algorithm was set to use a decreasing gradient to fit the edge of the pupil. In the case of videography acquired during photometry, an infrared LED array illuminated the eye and the pupil was darker than the rest of the eye, so the starburst algorithm was modified to use an increasing gradient.
Matching trials with similar pupil area or locomotion between states. To control for changes in arousal between hungry and sated runs, we determined average pupil area or locomotion in a 2-s window before visual stimulus onset 22 . For each trial during the hungry run, we attempted to find a trial in the sated run that had a mean pupil area that differed by less than 20%. These trials were deemed matching, were removed from the set and this process was repeated. All trials from the hungry and sated runs that were not successfully matched up were removed from further analyses. An identical procedure was performed to obtained trials that were matched for average pre-cue locomotion.
Electrophysiology analysis. Individual sweeps from voltage-clamp recordings of light-evoked synaptic currents were normalized by subtracting the mean of the 2-s baseline period before light stimulus. Sweeps (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) were then averaged to obtain a mean timecourse. The peak amplitude of evoked synaptic current was used for determining whether a cell received synaptic input from VTA axons (that is, whether it was synaptically connected) and for comparison of synaptic current amplitudes between different cell types.
Neurons were classified as excitatory neurons, fast-spiking interneurons or non-fast-spiking interneurons by morphology, membrane properties (resistance and capacitance) and action potential characteristics on injection of depolarizing current steps in current-clamp configuration 68 . In addition, in a subset of experiments, we used slices from mice injected with AAV8-hDLX-GqDREADD-tdTomato (plasmid from Addgene; virus packaged at Boston Children's Hospital Viral Core), which led to expression of the red fluorescent protein, tdTomato, in the nuclei of inhibitory neurons 55 .
Statistics.
No statistical methods were used to pre-determine sample sizes but our sample sizes were chosen to reliably measure experimental parameters while remaining in compliance with ethical guidelines for minimizing animal use and were similar to those reported in previous publications 14,] 22 . Experiments were conducted by an investigator with knowledge of the animal genotype and treatment. As the behavior task was automated and trials were randomized, the investigator did not have previous knowledge of the timings of different trial types and therefore data collection was appropriately randomized. Custom-written MATLAB analysis scripts allowed for data analysis in an automated and unbiased manner. All of the virus expression, optic fiber implants and GRIN lens placements were verified by post hoc histology. Data from one mouse were excluded because the photometry fiber missed the BLA. All data presented as bar and line graphs indicate mean ± s.e.m., with individual data points also plotted. Nonparametric statistical tests were used in the vast majority of cases. In a few cases with small 1 nature research | reporting summary
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Statistics
For all statistical analyses, confirm that the following items are present in the figure legend, table legend, main text, or Methods section.
n/a Confirmed
The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement A statement on whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same sample was measured repeatedly
The statistical test(s) used AND whether they are one-or two-sided Only common tests should be described solely by name; describe more complex techniques in the Methods section.
A description of all covariates tested A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as tests of normality and adjustment for multiple comparisons A full description of the statistical parameters including central tendency (e.g. means) or other basic estimates (e.g. regression coefficient) AND variation (e.g. standard deviation) or associated estimates of uncertainty (e.g. confidence intervals)
For null hypothesis testing, the test statistic (e.g. F, t, r) with confidence intervals, effect sizes, degrees of freedom and P value noted Our web collection on statistics for biologists contains articles on many of the points above.
Software and code
Policy information about availability of computer code Data collection Scanbox acquisition software for two-photon microscopy (implemented in MATLAB 2017 and written by Neurolabware). Electrophysiology software (pClamp10, Molecular Devices). Brain slice one-photon imaging acquisition (Micromanager in ImageJ). Photometry data acquisition (built in MATLAB daq-acquisition toolbox).
Data analysis
All data was analyzed in MATLAB 2017 or ImageJ For manuscripts utilizing custom algorithms or software that are central to the research but not yet described in published literature, software must be made available to editors/reviewers. We strongly encourage code deposition in a community repository (e.g. GitHub). See the Nature Research guidelines for submitting code & software for further information.
Data
Policy information about availability of data All manuscripts must include a data availability statement. This statement should provide the following information, where applicable:
-Accession codes, unique identifiers, or web links for publicly available datasets -A list of figures that have associated raw data -A description of any restrictions on data availability
The data that support these findings are available upon reasonable request.
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For a reference copy of the document with all sections, see nature.com/documents/nr-reporting-summary-flat.pdf
Life sciences study design
All studies must disclose on these points even when the disclosure is negative.
Sample size
No statistical methods were used to pre-determine sample sizes but our sample sizes were chosen to reliably measure experimental parameters while remaining in compliance with ethical guidelines for minimizing animal use and were similar to those reported in previous publications14,22.
Data exclusions Data was only excluded if post-hoc histological verification showed that either viral injection or GRIN/Fiber implantation missed the target region. This occurred once for photometry data and is indicated in Supplementary Figure 4a .
Replication
Whenever possible, different experimental strategies were used to corroborate findings. The finding that VTA dopamine axons respond to reward and punishment predicting cues was observed both using fiber photometry and separately using two-photon imaging. Further, we replicated our findings that aversive air puffs drive VTA dopamine in BA by also testing a different aversive outcome, tail shock. Additionally, data was collected across multiple animals to ensure that findings were not biased to single animals. All our attempts at replication of our findings were successful. Randomization Randomization was implemented whenever possible. For fiber photometry, fibers implantations in anterior and posterior amygdala regions on opposite hemisphere were varied between mice so that hemispheres were balanced. Trial structure of our behavior assay was randomized such that visual stimuli were delivered in random order.
Blinding
Investigators were not blinded. Most comparisons were made on samples (e.g. neurons imaged in amygdala or electrophysiology on neurons in brain slices) within an animal. No prior assumptions were made on selection of cells to image and as such investigators were blind to the eventual response properties of individual neurons Reporting for specific materials, systems and methods
We require information from authors about some types of materials, experimental systems and methods used in many studies. Here, indicate whether each material, system or method listed is relevant to your study. If you are not sure if a list item applies to your research, read the appropriate section before selecting a response. 
Materials

Validation
These antibodies were previously verified (see reference # 62). These antibodies were used to amplify native fluorescence signals from fluorescent proteins during post-hoc histological verification of injections and lens placements. Comparisons of stained and unstained sections validate that binding was specific to cells expressing the fluorescent proteins. For anti-dsRed, the manufacturer states that validation was performed in transfected vs. untransfected HEK cell lines. For anti-GFP, the manufacturer shows selective immunostaining of transfected vs. unstransfected human skin explants.
Animals and other organisms
Policy information about studies involving animals; ARRIVE guidelines recommended for reporting animal research
Laboratory animals
Experiments were performed on adult mice (12 to 24 weeks) of the following strain: Emx1-Cre;CaMKIIa-tTA;TITL-Ai94, DAT-IRES-
